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Autonomously designed free-form 2D DNA origami
Hyungmin Jun1*, Fei Zhang2*, Tyson Shepherd1, Sakul Ratanalert1,3, Xiaodong Qi2,
Hao Yan2, Mark Bathe1†

ScaffoldedDNAorigami offers the unique ability to organizemolecules in nearly arbitrary spatial patterns at the nano-
meter scale, with wireframe designs further enabling complex 2D and 3D geometries with irregular boundaries and
internal structures. The sequencedesign of theDNA staple strands needed to fold the long scaffold strand to the target
geometry is typically performed manually, limiting the broad application of this materials design paradigm. Here, we
present a fully autonomous procedure to design all DNA staple sequences needed to fold any free-form 2D scaffolded
DNA origami wireframe object. Our algorithm uses wireframe edges consisting of two parallel DNA duplexes and
enables the full autonomy of scaffold routing and staple sequence design with arbitrary network edge lengths
and vertex angles. The application of our procedure to geometrieswith both regular and irregular external boundaries
and variable internal structures demonstrates its broad utility for nanoscale materials science and nanotechnology.
INTRODUCTION
Classically known for its role as the core storage element of genetic
information, reliableWatson-Crick base pairing and synthetic sequence
control also render DNA a versatile material for structured nanoscale
materials engineering. Following the conception of the immobile four-
way junction (1), structural DNAnanotechnology has blossomed to in-
clude myriad design approaches to synthesize complex two-dimensional
(2D) and 3D static and dynamic nanoscale objects (2–15). In particular,
scaffolded DNA origami (3) was a discrete technological advance that
enabled the ability to produce monodisperse DNA products on the
megadalton scale with high folding efficiency by leveraging the use of
a long single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) scaffold that is annealed with
short complementary oligonucleotide staple strands to yield a target
shape. While the scaffold length technically limits the size of a single
origami object, supra-origami assembliesmay also be formed from con-
stituent subunits (14). Nondiscrete structural assemblies may also be
formed using single-stranded tiles (16, 17), which have been applied
to generate micrometer-scale DNA origami arrays to render complex
images via fractal assembly (18). Precise control over nanoscale struc-
ture has afforded the broad application of scaffolded and nonscaffolded
DNAorigami to template carbon nanotubes (19) andmetallic nanopar-
ticles (20); fabricate metallic nanowires and nanoparticles (21–24);
coordinate biomolecules (22), graphene sheets (25), and cell ligand
patterns (26); form single-molecule chemical reactors (27); and control
nanoscale energy transport (28); as well as program smart vehicles for
drug delivery (29, 30) and perform complex lithography (31, 32). These
applications rely on the combined structural stiffness and stability of
DNAorigami particles and the ability to performnearly arbitrary chem-
ical functionalization at predefined staple locations.With recent advances
in enzymatic (11, 33) and bacterial scaffold (34) synthesis that now enable
large-scale, low-cost origami production with sequence control, a major
remaining bottleneck for the field is the democratization of scaffolded
DNA origami design via autonomous sequence design algorithms.

Conventionally, ssDNA scaffold routing and staple sequence design
needed for scaffolded DNA origami synthesis are performed manually
for each target object of interest in a laborious process that is facilitated
by visualization software such as caDNAno (4, 35) or Tiamat (36).
However, the lack of systematic design rules for staple sequence design
and the ad hoc manual scaffold routing through each base pair in a
target object limits the use of scaffolded DNA origami to experts in
the field. While 3D polygonal objects have been rendered semi-
automatically (10) and automatically (11) from the top-down based
on target surface geometries, equivalent solutions for 2D free-form
geometries are lacking, with the exception of one semiautomated ap-
proach (37). However, this approach relies on more flexible, single
duplex DNA edges and semisupervised, iterative sequence and edge
length design to render approximately target wireframe geometries,
and while the 3D algorithm DAEDALUS (11) can be used to render
arbitrary target 3D objects, it is incapable of rendering 2D planar
geometries or programming arbitrary edge lengths and vertex angles.
Therefore, no general solution exists for the fully autonomous sequence
design of free-form2D scaffoldedDNAorigami forwireframe assemblies.

To enable any materials scientist or engineer to generate wireframe
2D origami objects of fully customized shape, here we introduce a fully
automatic inverse design procedure that programs arbitrary 2D DNA
assemblies by using dualDNAduplex edges of arbitrary length based on
antiparallel double (DX) crossovers withmultiarm junctions at vertices.
Unlike a previous top-down approach (11) that used discrete edge
lengths, our procedure enables entirely free-form design, allowing users
to provide input with freehand drawing of only the border shape of the
target object, with the internal structure determined automatically. Al-
ternatively, internal geometry may also be specified for automatic ren-
dering as DX-based edges in the final origami object (movies S1 to S3).
We demonstrate our autonomous sequence design procedure with a
variety of irregular and asymmetric objects including a range of differ-
ent internal mesh patterns, edge lengths, and vertex types, which are
validated using high-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) imag-
ing. Our algorithmic approach, called PERDIX (Programmed Eulerian
Routing for DNADesign using X-overs), is available for use online at
http://perdix-dna-origami.org or as a stand-alone, open-source software.
RESULTS
Arbitrary 2D geometries are provided as input by drawing either only
the border of the target object, whose interior is then rendered automat-
ically by the algorithm, or the exact geometric lines that are then
converted into DX edges in the final origami object (Fig. 1A and fig. S1).
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In the former case [Fig. 1A (top) and fig. S1A], the interior geometry is
meshed using triangles by DistMesh, an open-source meshing software
that requires only a prespecified mesh density. For the latter case [Fig.
1A (bottom) and fig. S1], Shapely, a Python package for the manipu-
lation and analysis of planar geometric objects, is used to generate the
polygonal mesh in which the set of lines and their intersecting points
form the target wireframe geometry. Offering these two distinct input
free-form geometric specifications enables highly complex structures
to be synthesized by nonexperts.

Having defined the target structure, a minimum edge length
greater than or equal to 38 base pairs (bp) (12.58 nm) must be pre-
scribed to ensure a target geometry with at least two double crossovers
per edge, with the entire structure scaled accordingly. All target object
lines are then converted automatically into DX edges with all vertices
represented as multiarm junctions (Fig. 1B). The optimized scaffold
routing based on graph theory is then generated automatically, and
the sequence assignment of complementary staples is completed. A
caDNAno (35) file is also generated as output to facilitatemanual edit-
ing of topology and sequence. These output sequences can then be
synthesized, mixed, and annealed to generate the designed object on
the nanoscale with high geometric fidelity (Fig. 1C). Designed edges
do not need to be an integral number of double helical turns of B-form
DNA (10.5 bp), allowing for a broad design space compared with other
approaches that requires discrete edge lengths based on the helicity of B-
form DNA (11). This design flexibility is accomplished by introducing
Jun et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaav0655 4 January 2019
unpaired scaffold nucleotides to span the distance between the 3′ and
5′ ends between any incoming and outgoing edges, respectively, on a
vertex-by-vertex basis, which would otherwise be misaligned due to the
native twist of B-form DNA. The number of unpaired nucleotides
present in each scaffold loop is chosen to be 0.42 nm per unpaired
nucleotide based on previous work (9), where the number of unpaired
nucleotides is computed from the Euclidean distance between the cen-
troids of the two nucleotides spanning the vertex gap (see the Supple-
mentary Materials).

To perform rapid and robust automatic sequence design in which
the single-stranded circular DNA scaffold is routed through the entire
origami object, we first translate all edges into DX motifs by rendering
each edge of the target geometry using two antiparallel scaffold lines
[Fig. 2A (step 1) and fig. S2, A to D]. These endpoints are then joined
around one vertex so that every edge becomes part of a loop, resulting in
one large outer loop containing numerous smaller loops for any target
structure. Next, all possible positions for scaffold crossovers (fig. S3) are
found between each neighboring loop pair to form the loop-crossover
structure [Fig. 2A (step 2) and fig. S2E]. A Eulerian circuit through the
entire structure is then realized by choosing a particular subset of double
crossovers that ensures that every vertex contains an even number of
duplexes and that the structure does not contain any internal closed
scaffold loops.

To identify the subset of double crossovers that are used in the final
structure, the dual graph of the loop-crossover structure is introduced
A   Free-form geometric design B   Autonomous DNA rendering C   One-pot synthesis
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Fig. 1. Automated design of 2D wireframe scaffolded DNA origami objects. (A) Arbitrary target geometries can be specified in two ways: free-form boundary
design (top), defining only the border of the target object, with the internal mesh geometry designed automatically, or free-form boundary and internal design
(bottom), specifying the complete internal and external boundary geometry using piecewise continuous lines. (B) 2D line-based geometric representations are used
as input to the algorithm that performs automatic scaffold and staple routings, converting each edge into two parallel duplexes joined by antiparallel crossovers. The
single-stranded scaffold is routed throughout the entire origami object, with staple strands ranging in length from 20 to 60 nucleotides (nt; mean length, 40 nt). The
circular maps illustrate the connectivities of staples hybridized to the circular scaffold in the final, self-assembled object, where each terminal point of the connecting
staple line is located at the middle of its corresponding double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) domain in the folded line. caDNAno input files are also generated by the
algorithm for manual editing of staple sequences or the scaffold routing path. (C) Staple sequences generated by the algorithm are used with the input scaffold
to synthesize the programmed 2D wireframe object using standard one-pot thermal annealing.
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[Fig. 2A (step 3) and fig. S2F], in which each loop is represented by a
node and each double crossover is referred to as an edge joining asso-
ciated nodes. The spanning tree of this dual graph is then computed (fig.
S2G) using Prim’s algorithm, and the edges that are members of the
spanning tree (labeled blue in the left panel) correspond to the subset
of crossovers that are required to complete the Eulerian circuit. To com-
plete the scaffold routing, the dual graph is inverted [Fig. 2A (step 4) and
fig. S2H] back to the loop-crossover structure without the double cross-
overs corresponding to the nonmember’s spanning tree. From the calcu-
lation of its spanning tree in the dual graph of the loop-crossover
structure, the N − 1 double crossovers are determined, where N is the
number of loops and each scaffold loop is connected to the neighboring
loop through the selected double crossover, which results in the final scaf-
fold loop specifying the entire target object. This dual graph approach
contrasts with previous approaches in which the graph based on the
edge-connectivity of the target polyhedron was used directly to compute
the scaffold routing (10, 11, 37), ensuring that routing is fully automated
using rules established previously yet implemented manually (9).
Our spanning tree approach thereby offers fully automatic conver-
sion of the input geometry to the full scaffold routing based on the single
Jun et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaav0655 4 January 2019
circuit that traverses each duplex only once. A linear scaffold nick po-
sition is assigned to ensure that it is noncoincident with crossovers and
other nicks.

With the scaffold routing determined, complementary staple paths
are introduced by assigning all permitted staple crossovers (fig. S3) on
edges and connecting staples in vertices with unpaired poly(T) loops.
The specific length of each poly(T) loop is determined on the basis of
empirical values found to be optimal for the number of unpaired staple
nucleotides in previous work (9). When the generated staple is circular,
a nick is placed on the staple strand at the center of the longest dsDNA
domain formedwith the scaffold. Each noncircular staple is algorithmi-
cally subdivided to have a length ranging from 20 to 60 bases in the final
rendering process (see the Supplementary Materials for design details).
Having determined the regions of complementary staple and scaffold
strands, staple sequences are computed using the Watson-Crick base
pairing to the target scaffold sequence. The final structure is then
converted into an atomic model for visualization and further analysis
[Fig. 2A (step 5), fig. S2I, and movies S4 to S7].

In addition to solving the generalized scaffold routing problem in
2D, our approach offers the capability to design the lattice in such a
DX edge rendering
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Fig. 2. Automatic scaffold routing and staple sequence design. (A) Step 1: Double-line segments representing two parallel B-form DNA duplexes are generated
along the edges of the target wireframe geometry. Step 2: Endpoints are joined such that each duplex becomes part of a loop (blue) containing all possible scaffold
double crossovers (red) between closed loops. Step 3: The dual graph of the loop-crossover structure is introduced by converting each loop into a node and each
double crossover into an edge. Step 4: The spanning tree of the dual graph is computed and inverted to route the ssDNA scaffold throughout the entire origami object
automatically (position of the scaffold nick is indicated by a solid red circle), which enables the assignment of complementary staple strands. Step 5: Last, a 3D atomic-
level structural model is generated, assuming canonical B-form DNA duplexes. (B) Design using continuous edge length for asymmetric and irregular shapes. The target
geometry can be modeled in two ways: Using a discrete edge length consisting of multiples of 10.5 bp rounded to the nearest nucleotide or a continuous edge length
with no constraint on length. Continuous edge lengths enable the design of objects with arbitrary edge lengths, which require duplex extensions to fill gaps in vertices.
Both edge types were experimentally tested by folding and visualizing with AFM (figs. S6 to S8). The highest folding yields occurred with continuous edge length
particles with unpaired nucleotides at the vertices. Excess scaffold is apparent in the AFM images at the position of the scaffold nick indicated in the scaffold routing
diagram in (A). Scale bars, 150 nm.
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way as to extend one or both helices at each edge crossing to allow for a
reduced gap at every vertex. This is accomplished by extending each
helix to the intersection of its neighboring extended helix and spanning
the remaining spatial gap between the two helices by the number of
unpaired scaffold nucleotides necessary to maintain the vertex ge-
ometry (figs. S4 and S5). This extension of helices to join at vertices
allows for completely arbitrary edge lengths that are not constrained
to the 10.5-bp rule that has typically been used in DNA origami design
(3, 11). Further, this extension allows for arbitrary vertex angles to be
formed between edges, which has not been algorithmically imple-
mented prior to this work and has only been implemented manually
in several cases (9, 38).

To evaluate the ability of the algorithm to handle arbitrary edge
lengths for precise design of wireframe objects of asymmetric and ir-
regular geometries, we tested two different edge designs (Types II and
III; see figs. S4 and S5) and compared themwith a conventional discrete
design assumption (Fig. 2B and Type I in fig. S4). For the discrete edge-
length design, a quarter circle design consisted of various edges of
42-, 52-, 63-, and 84-bp length that requires seven unpaired T-bulge
staples between every two neighboring edges in the vertices and zero
unpaired nucleotides in the scaffold (Type I in fig. S4). AFM con-
firmed the successful assembly of this structure with high yield, which
shows that all particles present boundary curvature and smooth overall
shapes, with excess flexibility due to the use of edge lengths that aremis-
matched to the target geometry (figs. S4B and S6). For the two contin-
uous edge designs (Types II and III in fig. S4B), the exact length of
dsDNA required to fill the gap is calculated so that no excess flexibility
is introduced (“continuous edge length” in Fig. 2B). AFM revealed that
the direct connections without unpaired scaffold nucleotides were un-
able to fold properly to form the target shape (Type II in figs. S4B and
S7). Therefore, unpaired nucleotides in the scaffold strand were instead
introduced at the vertices in theType III design to accommodate 5′- and
3′-end misalignment, using the rule described above (Type III in fig.
S4B). AFM showed that the Type III design is optimal among the
three cases (Fig. 2B and figs. S4B and S8), with an ability to accurately
represent the target pattern using DNA with high structural fidelity.
For all 2D wireframe structures with DX-based edges, the continuous
edge length approach is used at irregular and boundary vertices,
Jun et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaav0655 4 January 2019
allowing for the design of highly irregular and asymmetric DNA
structures (figs. S4 and S5).

Given the importance of overall mechanical stiffness and local geo-
metric fidelity of the target shape, we first studied systematically the
roles of the degree of the N-arm junctions, the overall size of the struc-
ture, and the internal mesh pattern including quadrilateral, constant di-
rection triangular, and mixed-direction triangular meshes (Fig. 3 and
figs. S9 to S27). Although we expected the N-arm junctions to be rela-
tively flexiblewhen the number of arms or the edge length increased due
to the unpaired nucleotides present in vertices and cavities within the
patterns, AFM results indicated that all the 2D DNA origami objects
with DX-based edges were generally well formed, with minimal particle-
to-particle heterogeneity structurally in-plane (Fig. 3 and figs. S28 to
S36). In testing the three different mesh patterns, triangular meshes
exhibited greater structural fidelity of the target shape than the quad-
rilateral mesh (Fig. 3C and fig. S34). Among the two triangular meshes
tested, the mixed-direction version preserved symmetric N-way junc-
tions best, with a less distorted shape than its counterparts (Fig. 3C
and figs. S35 and S36). These results confirm the dual importance of
both edge stiffness and internal wireframe geometry to endow geomet-
ric fidelity in 2D wireframe objects. A 2D finite element simulation of
the curved arm geometry predicts (fig. S37) the relative flexibilities of
the different mesh patterns in a manner that is consistent with the ob-
served AFMdata, further corroborating the importance of the choice of
internal mesh to endow in-plane mechanical stiffness.

To test the generality and robustness of our autonomous design
procedure, we applied it to design 15 objects with different types of
internal meshes including triangular, quadrilateral, and other N-sided
polygonal meshes, whereN is the number of sides of the interiormesh
element, and six designs were synthesized and characterized experi-
mentally in each category of internal mesh type (Fig. 4). For the trian-
gularmesh, square and honeycomb geometries were synthesized, which
are symmetric and have uniform edge lengths, angles, and vertex
degrees. For the quadrilateral meshes, symmetric rhombic tiling with
multiway (two-, three-, four-, and six-way) arm junctions and a highly
asymmetric quarter circle with unequal vertex angles and edge lengths
for every edge were synthesized. Further, we applied our procedure to
design and synthesize objects using polygons with larger numbers of
B   Variable edge length C   Variable internal meshA   Variable vertex degree

42 bp 84 bp63 bp

Fig. 3. Designing variable vertex numbers, edge lengths, and mesh patterns. (A to C) Variable vertex numbers consisting of four-, five-, or six-arm junctions (A),
variable edge lengths of 42, 63, and 84 bp (B), and variable mesh patterns, including quadrilateral, constant direction triangular, and mixed-direction triangular meshes
(C), can be used. A mechanical model of the curved arm geometry predicts flexibility using the (left) constant direction triangular mesh pattern, with increased in-plane
mechanical stiffness introduced by the (right) mixed-direction triangular mesh pattern, demonstrating the importance of internal mesh geometry on overall in-plane
flexibility (fig. S37). Scale bars, 20 nm (atomic structures) and 50 and 150 nm (zoom-in and zoom-out AFM images, respectively).
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sides, including a Cairo pentagonal tiling consisting of five-sided po-
lygonal meshes that have four long sides and one short side in the
ratio 1:

ffiffiffi

3
p

− 1 and a highly asymmetric lotus with three-, four-,
five-, six-, seven-, and eight-sided polygonal meshes. Notably, all
edges in the designed patterns have unique edge lengths determined
automatically by the algorithm to match the target geometries by
extending them to join one another at appropriate vertices (fig. S5).
The minimum edge length needed to preserve two DX crossovers per
edge is assigned to the shortest edge, which is then used to scale all other
edges, equal to 42 bp in the present work, with the exception of the
rhombic tiling with 84 bp, the quarter circle with 50 bp, and the lotus
with 41 bp. Three different ssDNA scaffolds were used for sequence de-
sign and folding, with the required scaffold lengths and minimum
edge lengths of all designed structures listed in table S1 and addition-
al output design parameters provided in table S2. For self-assembly,
the scaffold and corresponding staples were mixed together with ap-
propriate stoichiometry (scaffold:staples = 1:20) in tris-acetate-
EDTA (TAE)/Mg2+ buffer, and a monotonic temperature ramp was
Jun et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaav0655 4 January 2019
applied (see Materials andMethods for detailed methods). AFM shows
successful formationof designed target objects at the single-particle level
(Fig. 4 and fig. S38 to S53), with full-field AFM images revealing their
high rate of proper formation (figs. S54 to S58 and table S3).
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate the fully autonomous sequence design of
arbitrary free-form 2D geometries rendered using scaffolded DNA
origami and a wireframe DX design motif. Using DX-based edges
with a dual graph scaffold routing procedure enables arbitrary edge
lengths, vertex degrees, and vertex angles to be programmed while
maintaining local and global structural integrity as well as anticipated
stability in physiological salt concentration (11), which are important
to numerous applications in materials science and nanotechnology.
Available online andas stand-aloneopen source software, PERDIX thereby
broadly enables custom nanometer-scale templating of secondary
molecules including dyes, nucleic acids, proteins, and semiconductor
C   N-polygonal mesh objectsA   Triangular mesh objects B   Quadrilateral mesh objects

Square

Circle EllipseWheel Cross Arrowhead Annulus
Hexagonal

tiling
Prismatic

pentagonal tiling
Heptagonal and
pentagonal tiling

LotusCairo pentagonal tilingQuarter circleRhombic tilingHoneycomb

Fig. 4. Fully automatic sequence design of 15 diverse scaffolded origami wireframe objects. Target 2D wireframe objects and DNA-based atomic models of
nanostructures are shown with (blue) triangular, (red) quadrilateral, and (yellow) N-polygonal meshes, where N is the number of sides of the discrete mesh element.
Representative AFM images for a square lattice and honeycomb lattice with triangular cavities, a rhombic tiling and a quarter circle with quadrilateral cavities, and a
Cairo pentagonal tiling and lotus with N-polygon cavities are shown. Scale bars, 20 nm (atomic structures) and 50 nm (AFM images).
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nanocrystals for applications in nanophotonics, nanoscale energy
transport, biomolecular sensing, structural studies, and cell-based binding
assays. Output fromPERDIX is compatible with the popular computer-
aided design software caDNAno to facilitate manual base-level editing
following automatic scaffold routing and staple sequence design for
functionalization or other purposes. The algorithm used overcomes
previous limitations in scaffold routing algorithms that constrained
them to hybrid single-dual-duplex (10, 37) or dual-duplex origami
objects with discrete edge lengths (11), opening new opportunities for
automated sequence design of 2D and 3D scaffolded DNA origami
objects using variable edge types and multiway vertex designs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
DNA origami staple strands were purchased in 384-well plates from
Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (www.IDTDNA.com) at 10- or
25-nmol synthesis scales in the format of solution. DNA oligos were
normalized to 100 mM concentrations. Staple strands were mixed in
equal volume from the corresponding wells and used directly without
further purification. All staple sequences are listed in tables S4 to S18.

Three single-stranded circular DNA scaffold strands with lengths
2267, 5386, and 7249 nt were used (table S19). The 7249-nt DNA
scaffold was produced using M13mp18 bacteriophage RF I DNA
(New England Biolabs) following the same procedures, as described
previously (39). TheFX174 5386-nt DNA scaffold was purchased from
New England Biolabs. The 2267-nt DNA scaffold was produced as the
recombinant M13 bacteriophage DNA using the phagemid vector. The
2267-bp phagemid vector was generated by truncating the pBluescript
II SK (+) vector using the Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (New
England Biolabs). The 2267-bp phagemid vector was then cotrans-
formed into DH5a competent cells with pSB4423 vector, a gift from
S. Brown (Niels Bohr Institute, Denmark). The Escherichia coli colonies
were inoculated into 2× YT (yeast extract tryptone) medium for
overnight growth. The recombinant M13 bacteriophage and its ge-
nomic DNAwere then purified with the same procedures, as described
previously (39).

Origami assembly
All the origami structures were assembled by mixing 5 nM of its
corresponding ssDNA scaffold with a 20 timesmolar excess of staple
strands in 1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer [40mM tris, 20mMacetic acid, 2mM
EDTA, and 12.5mMmagnesium acetate (pH 8.0)]. The final volume of
the mixture was 100 ml. The design details and sequences of the DNA
oligos used to form each structure are shown in the Supplementary
Materials. The mixture solutions were annealed in a polymerase
chain reaction thermocycler (Eppendorf 6332000029 Thermal
Cycler Eco) from 90° to 4°C in about 12 hours: 90° to 86°C at a rate
of 4°C per 5 min, 85° to 70°C at a rate of 1°C per 5 min, 70° to 40°C
at a rate of 1°C per 15 min, and 40°C to 25°C at 1°C per 10 min, held at
4°C in the end.

AFM imaging
The AFM imaging (figs. S6 to S8, S28 to S36, and S54 to S58) was con-
ducted in “ScanAsyst mode in fluid” (Dimension FastScan, Bruker
Corporation)with ScanAsyst-Fluid+ tips (Bruker Inc.). Twomicroliters
of samples was deposited onto freshly cleavedmica (Ted Pella Inc.), and
0.5 to 1.0 ml of NiCl2 with the concentration of 100 mM were added
to the samples to fix the origami nanostructures on the mica surface.
Jun et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaav0655 4 January 2019
After waiting for about 30 s for sample adsorption to mica, 80 ml of
1× TAE/Mg2+ buffer was added to the samples, and an extra 40 ml of the
same buffer was deposited on the AFM tip.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/1/eaav0655/DC1
Supplementary Materials and Methods
Fig. S1. Target geometry specification using piecewise continuous lines.
Fig. S2. Schematic illustrating key steps in the design algorithm PERDIX for a 2D plate
composed of a triangular mesh.
Fig. S3. Scaffold and staple crossovers.
Fig. S4. Discrete versus continuous edge lengths for asymmetric and irregular shapes.
Fig. S5. Spanning the gap with precise lengths of dsDNA at an unequal vertex.
Fig. S6. AFM imaging of the DNA quarter circle wireframe lattice (Type I: discrete edges).
Fig. S7. AFM imaging of the DNA quarter circle wireframe lattice (Type II: continuous edges
with no unpaired scaffold).
Fig. S8. AFM imaging of the DNA quarter circle wireframe lattice (Type III: continuous edges
with unpaired scaffold nucleotides as needed).
Fig. S9. Nine target geometries used as input to the algorithm.
Fig. S10. Base pair models with the scaffold and staple double crossovers for nine diverse 2D
wireframe lattice structures.
Fig. S11. Spanning trees of the dual graphs of the loop-crossover structures generated by the
algorithm.
Fig. S12. Scaffold routing path of nine diverse 2D wireframe lattice structures generated by the
algorithm.
Fig. S13. Staple design path of nine diverse 2D wireframe lattice structures generated by the
algorithm.
Fig. S14. Cylindrical representations of nine diverse 2D wireframe lattice structures.
Fig. S15. Atomic models of nine diverse 2D wireframe lattice structures generated by the
algorithm.
Fig. S16. Three different atomic representations of scaffolded DNA origami 2D wireframe
structures with variable vertex degree.
Fig. S17. Three different atomic representations of scaffolded DNA origami 2D lattice
structures of different scales.
Fig. S18. Three different atomic representations of scaffolded DNA origami 2D lattice
structures designed with different mesh patterns.
Fig. S19. Exported scalable vector graphics (SVG) schematic of the DNA four-sided
polygon.
Fig. S20. Exported SVG schematic of the DNA five-sided polygon.
Fig. S21. Exported SVG schematic of the DNA six-sided polygon.
Fig. S22. Exported SVG schematic of the 42-bp edge-length DNA L-shape wireframe lattice.
Fig. S23. Exported SVG schematic of the 63-bp edge-length DNA L-shape wireframe lattice.
Fig. S24. Exported SVG schematic of the 84-bp edge-length DNA L-shape wireframe lattice.
Fig. S25. Exported SVG schematic of the DNA curved-arm wireframe lattice (quadrilateral
meshes).
Fig. S26. Exported SVG schematic of the DNA curved-arm wireframe lattice (triangular meshes).
Fig. S27. Exported SVG schematic of the DNA curved-arm wireframe lattice (mixed meshes).
Fig. S28. AFM imaging of the DNA four-sided polygon wireframe lattice.
Fig. S29. AFM imaging of the DNA five-sided polygon wireframe lattice.
Fig. S30. AFM imaging of the DNA six-sided polygon wireframe lattice.
Fig. S31. AFM imaging of the DNA 42-bp edge-length L-shape DNA wireframe lattice.
Fig. S32. AFM imaging of the DNA 63-bp edge-length L-shape wireframe lattice.
Fig. S33. AFM imaging of the DNA 84-bp edge-length L-shape DNA wireframe lattice.
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